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Don, 
  
Per Policy 1 procedures, Con Edison request NYSRC Executive 
Committee to consider the following modification of existing 
exceptions to the NYSRC Reliability Rules. The NYISO has been 
informed of these modifications.  
  
 
  
1.      Correct the application of NYSRC RR&CM Exceptions #8, #18, #20 
to the Reliability Rules 
  
As it is, the NYSRC RR&CM Exceptions #8, #18, #20 to the Reliability 
Rules are exempt from C-R1 ONLY. Section C sets forth Reliability Rules 
for establishing operating transmission capabilities, post contingency 
operation, outage coordination, and other aspects of transmission 
operation. As the TOs and the NYISO plan the system assuming that 
these exceptions are also available to Transmission Planners, the 
proposal is to change the table cell that links the exception to the 
NYSRC reliability rule so it reads: B-R1 and C-R1. The changes are 
shown in the attached revised documented. 
  
Advantages: 
This proposal corrects the inadvertent limitation on the applicability of 



NYSRC RR&CM Exceptions #8, #18, #20 to the Reliability Rules to 
reflect what has been the practice. 
  
2.      Correct typos / incorrect data of NYSRC RR&CM Exceptions #7, 
#20 to the Reliability Rules 
         
        -The title of Exception #7 has a typo associated with feeder 
21191. As it is, it names the feeder as A21191. 
        -The title of Exception #20 has a typo associated with the name of 
PSE&G. As it is, it names PSE&G as PS&G.       
-Exception #20, which limits the operation of A-B-C feeders to post 
contingency LTE rating based on the fact that underground circuits can 
be operated to post-contingency STE ratings (with caveats), list the 
A2253 lines as part of this exception. The A2253 feeder is an overhead 
feeder and thus the underground exception does not apply to it, thus 
there is no need to list the A2253 feeder in this exception (it is 
redundant).  
  
The changes are shown in the attached revised documented. 
  
Advantages: 
Information listed under Exceptions #7, #20 would be factual.  
  
3.      Rescind NYSRC RR&CM Exception #16 
  
Exception #16 is outdated and should be rescinded. This exception, 
from 1997, brought in East 13th Street transformers into the sphere of 
BPS. Per current definition and application of BPS these transformers 
are BPS thus are subject to the NYSRC Reliability Rules. The change is 
shown in the attached revised documented. 
  
Advantages: 
Clear application of the NYSRC Reliability Rules.  
  
Martin Paszek  
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